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vistara
editorial

Happy Birthday, India!

A

ugust being the month of the nation’s birthday, this issue’s
stories celebrate the multiple and fascinating facets of India’s
history and culture. Go back in time to find out about the Quit
India movement of 1942, a pivotal event that eventually led
to India’s independence (page 64). That same year, a very
different type of change was triggered in India’s dining culture with the
establishment of heritage restaurant United Coffee House. Turn to
page 60 to read about its history, how its menu evolved through the years
and its plans for the future. Finally, we mark the 50th anniversary of the
iconic movie Shaheed with an article about how it came to be made and its
impact on audiences (page 28).
Moving into the present, we explore how the appeal of the Gandhian
fabric of khadi has been enhanced with its use in fashion-forward and
environment-friendly outfits (page 54). We also profile one of India’s most
well-respected contemporary artists Manav Gupta to find out more about
how he celebrates the essence of India through his artwork (page 58).
With respect to news about Vistara, starting next month, we look
forward to taking delivery of another three aircraft. Do visit airvistara.com,
or look us up on Facebook or Twitter to find out more about our additional
flights which will be announced soon. We will also be providing updates on
Vistara’s marketing, product and service initiatives via these communication
channels as part of our efforts to continually engage with our customers.
Finally, we are happy to share that we will be welcoming our 500,000th
customer on Vistara’s flights in August itself. As we celebrate this milestone,
we would like to extend our gratitude and appreciation to all customers for
your support.
In the meantime, we wish you an enjoyable trip ahead. Thank you for
flying with Vistara.
Team Vistara
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Creating a Buzz
Read on to know about Vistara’s journey on social media

nIt was a memorable day for Vistara. It
marked the arrival of our beautiful aircraft,
painted in signature aubergine and gold
livery. The aircraft was welcomed with a
water canon salute and Vistara’s CEO, Phee
Teik Yeoh, broke the coconut at the foot of
the step ladder as per Hindu traditions.

nThe moment we have all
been waiting for is finally
here! Bookings are now
open at www.airvistara.com
Vistara will take to the skies
on Jan 9, 2015.

October 5,
2014

December 19,
2014

December 15,
2014

nFirst flight of #Vistara touches down at
Mumbai. Cheer for the kids from Salaam
Baalak Trust as they experience the new
feeling, today.

nWe are happy to share another
milestone with you! We just moved
into our new Corporate Office.
Sharing an exclusive picture here!

nThe day is finally here. #Vistara is taking
off today. Come #FlyTheNewFeeling

January 9,
2015
December 22,
2014

March 2,
2015
January 27,
2015

nWe are celebrating
Holi aboard Vistara!
Come and get a
taste of scrumptious
delicacies like gujia and
thandai among other
dishes. The special Holi
meals will be served
in colourful meal
boxes and trays as
you#FlyTheNewFeeling!

March 6,
2015
March 3,
2015

nYou can now
#FlyTheNewFeeling from
the capital of India, Delhi,
to Hyderabad and the
land of beaches, Goa!
Come aboard.

nPhee Teik Yeoh, CEO, with
Gurjot Malhi receiving the
AOP from Dr Prabhat Kumar,
DGCA. Vistara will soon take to
the skies.

nVistara Airlines - Launch event

nVistara gives you more reasons
to#FlyTheNewFeeling. Now experience the
beautiful North East, with our new flights to
Guwahati and Bagdogra.
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Follow Vistara on

&

nWe are flying towards
a greener future, which
is why we use FSC
certified paper meal
boxes and have done
away with physical
membership cards
for our Club Vistara
loyalty programme.

nJoin us in welcoming the newest
member to our family. Introducing
the 6th aircraft.

nIntroducing a whole new feeling
to Bengaluru from Delhi and
Mumbai! Now fly to Bengaluru
aboard Vistara from June 16,
2015. #VistaraDestination

March 23,
2015
March 13,
2015
nIt’s a great feeling
to share the
space with a solar
powered airplane at
Ahmedabad airport
before it leaves for
the next leg of its
round-the-world
tour. Solar Impulse,
we wish you a great
journey ahead. #Si2
Introducing a
whole new feeling
to Pune! Now fly
from Delhi to Pune
from April 9, 2015.
#VistaraDestination.

nPresenting
#TheMangoCarnival.
Here’s to delicious
journeys aboard Vistara.
Enjoy a wide selection
of mango delicacies
that will surely
turn your trips into
summerlicious affair.
Share your photos of
the mango delicacies
on our timeline!

April 25,
2015
April 20,
2015

Give back to Earth, this
Environment Day!

May 5,
2015
April 20,
2015

May 5,
2015
April 28,
2015

nWe are elated to celebrate
#100DaysOfVistara. Help us in
finding 100 in everyday objects.
Share your depiction of the
number ‘100’ through pictures
and tell us something about
it. The most creative entries
stand a chance to win Vistara
merchandise.
Now carry the new feeling
wherever you go. Introducing
Vistara servicing app.

June 24,
2015

nMumbaikars! Now
#FlyTheNewFeeling
with us from
Mumbai to Goa
starting July 17.

nVistara gives
you more reasons
to#FlyTheNewFeeling.
Now fly to Lucknow
aboard Vistara
from May 18, 2015.
#VistaraDestination

nStarting today, your
Club Vistara points will
earn you an awardflight aboard Vistara,
Singapore Airlines and
SilkAir Airlines. Feel
miles above the rest
with Club Vistara &
earn points on all your
spends on Vistara
flights.
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Products & Services
We push the boundaries of air travel, keeping you at the very centre of our endeavours. Our enterprising spirit,
blended with traditional Indian hospitality will ensure every journey you take with us is a truly enjoyable experience
and a feeling like no other. When you fly Vistara, you fly the new feeling. Welcome aboard.
Business

Customers in Business Class can
revel in our ultra-luxurious seats,
which boast of a wide seat back and
comfortable recline. Ergonomic
seat features such as extendable leg
rest, footrest and adjustable winged
headrest are also available to adjust
your seating comfort. In addition,
you can find some personal storage
space located at the side of your
seat, with enough room for small
items like your glasses, a gadget
or a book. The interplay between
the royal purple and calm grey
hues of our cabin evokes a sense of
tranquility, so that you reach your
destination feeling rejuvenated.

Premium Economy

Cabin Baggage

Business,
Premium Economy
and Economy
Class customers
are entitled to
one item of cabin
baggage. This
excludes handbags
and laptops. Each
bag should weigh
no more than 7 kg
with the combined
length, width and
height of each bag
not exceeding
115 cm (45 inches).
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Be a class ahead when you fly
with us in our exclusive Premium
Economy section. With up to
20 per cent more legroom for
each seat, enjoy the increased
sense of well-being that comes
with having that much more
personal space. Thoughtful touches
such as the specially designed
and tested seat bottom cushions
for improved comfort, winged
headrests and long armrests allow
for further relaxation on your
journeys with us.

Economy

Our Economy Class cabin is anything
but ordinary. Upholstered in
genuine leather, the seats set a new
benchmark in style and comfort.
Your comfort is our priority, that is
why we have taken special care to
style the seats to further maximise
knee and legroom space.

Meals & Dining

Aboard our flights, be taken
on an exciting gastronomic
adventure when you partake
of the innovative culinary
selections which our experts
have specially developed for
your enjoyment. Business
Class customers are treated
to a fine dining experience
amongst the clouds with the
use of fine linen and bone
china tableware. Our Premium
Economy and Economy sections
can look forward to wholesome
and satisfying meals along
with a range of beverages, all
served by our engaging cabin
crew. Customers with specific
dietary requirements can select
from a wide range of special
meals, which are available for
booking up to 24 hours prior to
flight departure.

Portable Electronic
Devices
While the use of PEDs such
as mobile phones, tablets and
laptops is permitted on our
aircraft, these must always be
switched off and stowed away
during taxi, take-off and landing.
When in use during boarding or
inflight, regulations require that
PEDs are to be placed in flight
safe or airplane mode with all
transmitting functions (GSM,
Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, etc.) disabled.
For safety reasons, customers
may be asked to stop the use
of PEDs at any point of the
flight journey. We seek your
cooperation to comply with the
instructions by our crew.
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Club Vistara
As a Club Vistara member, you will be entitled to a number of benefits (see table below) which have been
crafted to enhance your travel experience. Progression through the three status tiers - Base, Silver and
Gold - results in added privileges that will elevate your check-in and boarding experience, to make you feel
exclusive right from the beginning of your journey.

Benefits
Earn
Points
on All
Flights*

Exclusive
Offers and
Promotions

Access and
Management
of Your
Account
Information
Online

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

gold

✓

Priority
Airport
Standby

✓

Increased
Baggage
Allowance

Priority
Priority
Airport Boarding
Check-in
&
Priority
Baggage
Handling

+10 kg

Business
Class
Counter

+5 kg

Premium
Economy
Counter

✓

Priority
Waitlist
Clearance

Tier
Bonus
Points

Points
Earned
Per
100 INR

Lounge
Access

Access to
Partner
Lounges

Guaranteed
Reservations
For Economy
Class

Dedicated
Club Vistara
Helpline

Up to 48
Hours Prior*

✓

✓

+2

7

✓

+1

6

✓

5

✓

silver

✓
base

✓

*Please refer to Club Vistara Terms & Conditions to learn more.
www.airvistara.com/club-vistara

Earn CV Points with Singapore Airlines & SilkAir
Club Vistara members can now earn Club Vistara (CV) points for flights on our two new partners, Singapore Airlines and SilkAir.
CV points earned will be based on distance flown*. Please refer to the table below to for calculating CV Point accruals.

Operating Carrier

• To earn CV points on Singapore
Airlines and SilkAir flights, CV
membership number must
be furnished at the time of
booking or check-in.

Premium Economy/Economy Class

Business Class

Suites/First Class

S, T, P - 100%
Y, B, E - 100%
M, H, W, L - 70%

Z, C, J, U, D - 125%

R, F, A - 150%

S, T, P - 100%
Y, B, E - 100%
M, H, W, L - 70%

Z, C, J, U, D - 125%

Not Applicable

• Bookings must be
made in the name
as it appears in
passport and CV
membership records.

• It will take up to
four weeks after
the flight for the CV
points to be credited
into CV accounts.

• To check if the CV points
have been credited, CV
members can login at
‘My Account’ on airvistara.
com/trip/club-vistara

• All queries regarding
points earned with
our partners will be
handled by
Club Vistara.

*”Distance flown” means the calculated distance between origin and destination, as determined by Vistara in its sole discretion, regardless of the actual distance travelled.
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Redeeming CV Points
Redeeming Club Vistara points is as easy as earning them. You can choose from a host of destinations and use
your Club Vistara points to book an award flight on Vistara or our other airline partners’ network.

Club Vistara Award Chart
Origin

Destination

Delhi

Ahmedabad

CV Points Required
Economy

4000

Premium Economy

5000

Govt. Taxes As Applicable

Business

15000

ü

Delhi

Bagdogra

6000

7000

25000

ü

Delhi

Bengaluru

6000

7000

25000

ü

Delhi

Goa

6000

7000

25000

ü

Delhi

Guwahati

6000

7000

25000

ü

Delhi

Hyderabad

5000

6000

20000

ü

Delhi

Lucknow

4000

5000

15000

ü

Delhi

Mumbai

5000

6000

20000

ü

Delhi

Pune

5000

6000

20000

ü

Mumbai

Ahmedabad

4000

5000

15000

ü

Mumbai

Bengaluru

5000

6000

20000

ü

Mumbai

Goa

4000

5000

15000

ü

Bagdogra

Guwahati

4000

5000

15000

ü

Redemption Process
To redeem your Club Vistara points, follow the steps mentioned below:

1. Refer to the award chart
to know the number of
CV points required for
the destination you want
to travel to.

2. Connect with us through
our Customer Service
Centre (CSC) at 1860 108
9999 to redeem your CV
points for booking.

3. Mention your Club Vistara
membership number along with
date of travel, origin-destination,
cabin class and preferred time for
the flight you wish to book.

4. Our CSC will take
the request and
follow the required
procedures to issue
your ticket.

5. Should you wish to make changes
to your award flight booking, our
CSC will be able to assist you in
the same.

6. For more details, please
log on to our website
airvistara.com.
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Flight Schedule
Route

Ahmedabad to Delhi

Weekly Frequency

13

Flight No.

Departure

Arrival

Days of Operations

UK956

1215

1350

123456

UK968

1635

1805

Daily

UK957

1025

1150

123456

UK965

1430

1555

Daily

Delhi to Ahmedabad

13

Ahmedabad to Mumbai

6

UK940

1230

1335

123456

Mumbai to Ahmedabad

6

UK939

1025

1135

123456

Bagdogra to Delhi

7

UK765

1655

1910

Daily

Bengaluru to Delhi

7

UK 876

1935

2220

Daily

Delhi to Bengaluru

7

UK 889

0640

0930

123456

UK 889

0730

1015

7

Bengaluru to Mumbai

7

UK 875

1010

1150

123456

UK 875

1055

1240

7

Mumbai to Bengaluru

7

UK 850

1715

1855

Daily

Delhi to Goa

7

UK847

1120

1350

Daily

Goa to Delhi

7

UK862

1430

1715

Daily

Delhi to Guwahati

7

UK765

1225

1440

Daily

Guwahati to Bagdogra

7

UK765

1520

1620

Daily

Delhi to Hyderabad

13

Hyderabad to Delhi

13

Delhi to Lucknow

14

Lucknow to Delhi

14

Delhi to Mumbai

Mumbai to Delhi

Delhi to Pune

34

34

UK829

0615

0825

123456

UK879

1715

1925

Daily

UK 830

0925

1135

123456

UK 870

2005

2215

Daily

UK927

0730

0840

Daily

UK970

1200

1305

Daily

UK936

0925

1040

Daily

UK933

1355

1510

Daily

UK975

0615

0820

123456

UK943

0725

0940

Daily

UK 933

1555

1810

Daily

UK979

1815

2025

Daily

UK981

2015

2225

Daily

UK930

0725

0935

123456

UK970

0905

1115

Daily

UK944

1420

1630

Daily

UK980

1930

2140

Daily

UK988

2115

2325

Daily

7

UK991

1845

2100

Daily

Pune to Delhi

7

UK992

2140

2350

Daily

Mumbai to Goa

3

UK 820

1335

1440

567

Goa to Mumbai

3

UK 801

1520

1635

567

Schedule is subject to change without prior notice
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trending
DIARY

Watch Out For
india

abroad

INTERNATIONAL
BALLOON FIESTA
When: August 6-9
Where: Bristol, England
Visit:
bristolballoonfiesta.co.uk

NEHRU TROPHY
BOAT RACE
When: August 8
Where: Kerala

Undoubtedly the most exciting boat
race in the country, the Nehru Trophy
Boat Race is conducted on the tranquil
Punnamda Lake every year. Held in the
memory of India’s first Prime Minister,
Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, the event is
attended by around two lakh visitors
from India and abroad. To mark the 60th
anniversary of the Nehru Trophy this
year, extensive three-day celebrations
have been planned. The ceremonial
water processions, floats and decorated
boats add to the beauty of the event.
Specially crafted boats measuring over
100 feet, rowed by about 100 oarsmen
including drummers accompanied
by frenzied local supporters add
to the excitement of the race. The
synchronized way of rowing the majestic
snake boats make it a rare spectacle.
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MONSOON FESTIVAL
When: August 20-22
Where: New Delhi

Red Earth is all set to celebrate the 10th edition
of its well-established Monsoon Festival this
year. The event, an inter-disciplinary celebration
of the magic that envelops the Indian monsoon,
brings traditional practices and contemporary
expressions together through visual art, drama,
music, poetry, workshops, food and markets.

THE AMERICAN
FOLK FESTIVAL
When: August 28-30
Where: Maine, USA
Visit:
americanfolkfestival.com

TEEJ FESTIVAL
When: August 17-18
Where: Rajasthan, especially Jaipur

The Teej Festival commemorates Goddess
Parvati’s unwavering dedication to her
husband, Lord Shiva. During the celebrations,
women seek the blessings of Shiva and
Parvati for a happy marriage. A huge
procession takes off from Jaipur’s City Palace
Gate with a palanquin bearing the idol of
Parvati and winds its way through its streets.

EAT DRINK SF 2015:
A CULINARY AFFAIR
When: August 20-23
Where: San Francisco
Visit: eatdrink-sf.com

trending
celluloid

Movies This Month
bollywood

Hollywood

Fantastic Four
Release Date: August 7
Cast: Miles Teller, Michael
Jordon, Kate Mara, Jamie
Bell, Toby Kebbell, Reg
Cathey, Tim Blake
Director: Josh Trank

watch
must

Brothers
Release Date: August 14
Cast: Akshay Kumar,
Siddharth Malhotra,
Jacqueline Fernandez
Director: Karan Malhotra
An action drama flick, this
movie has its plot centred
on two estranged, streetfighting brothers, David and
Monty. A remake based on
a critically-acclaimed 2011
Hollywood movie ‘Warrior’,
the movie traces how two
brothers are forced to
confront their past and each
other when they both sign
up to compete in a Mixed
Martial Arts tournament.
Eventually, familial love
overcomes hatred and their
clash comes to an end.
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All is Well
Release Date: August 21
Cast: Abhishek Bachchan, Asin, Rishi
Kapoor, Supriya Pathak
Director: Umesh Shukla

Sinister 2
Release Date: August 21
Cast: Shannyn
Sossamon, James
Ransone, Robert Daniel,
Dartanian Solan
Director: Ciaran Foy

A family drama with a social message, the
movie follows Rishi Kapoor and Abhishek
Bachchan as they set out on a road trip,
and are later joined by Abhishek’s mother.
Phantom
Release Date: August 28
Cast: Saif Ali Khan, Katrina Kaif
Director: Kabir Khan
Phantom revolves around the scenario
post the 26/11 attacks in Mumbai and also
focusses on global terrorism. As Daniyal’s
journey to seek justice unfolds across
various countries in the world, he comes to
realise that the mission requires him to pay
a very personal price.

Hitman Agent 47
Release Date: August 28
Cast: Rupert Friend,
Hannah Ware, Zachary
Quinto, Ciaran Hinds,
Thomas Kretschmann,
Angelababy
Director:
Aleksander Bach

trending
celluloid

Fact File

Release Date
January 1, 1965
Director
S Ram Sharma
Music Director
Prem Dhawan
Lyricists
Shaheed Ram
Prasad Bismil and
Prem Dhawan

Shaheed @ 50
Veteran actor-filmmaker Manoj Kumar’s Shaheed, based on the life of
freedom fighter Bhagat Singh, celebrates its golden jubilee year

I

nterestingly, even Wikipedia refers
to him as Bharat Kumar. There was
a time when his fans would send him
birthday greetings on August 15, India’s
Independence Day. That is the image
Harikrishna Goswami alias Manoj Kumar
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Words
Rauf Ahmed

has lived all his life. He denies that it was a
meticulously contrived PR exercise. The image
has been a reflection of what his films have
stood for. “If you observe people’s lives with
concern from different levels, you discover
extraordinary tales of human existence that

often startles you... my inspiration has always
come from my encounters with people,” he had
once reflected.
It has been 50 years since his film
Shaheed, based on the life of freedom fighter
Bhagat Singh, was released. The phenomenal

Presenting the new thinnest and lightest
rugged CF-54 Toughbook. Now you can carry your
world wherever you want and be always ready to
take up any challenge in any condition.

trending
celluloid

As a kid, Manoj
Kumar had vowed
to himself that
one day when
he became an
actor, he would
play Bhagat Singh
at the earliest
opportunity

response to the movie had set the tone for
most of Manoj Kumar’s patriotic films that
followed over the years. Shaheed, which had
won two national awards, including one for
the best film of the year, has sustained its high
standing with audiences in the test of time as
Youtube will vouch for.
Manoj recalls a fascinating incident from
his childhood which had triggered in him the
desire to play Bhagat Singh some day. “I was
about 10 and part of a group of friends in my
neighbourhood in Patel Nagar, Delhi. During
Durga Puja holidays, it was a done thing for
boys to collect money and entertain people.
That year we decided to stage a play on the
life of Bhagat Singh. My friends unanimously
thought I was best suited to play the title
role of the great revolutionary in terms of
looks, physical features etc. I was thrilled.”
On the day of the play, he had stepped on the
makeshift stage, well-attired with a sword
and all.However, when he took a look at
the number of people waiting to watch the
play, he saw several known faces including
his parents’, aunts’, uncles’ etc, and before
he could freeze, he had taken to his feet and
disappeared from the scene!
Manoj did not forget that night of
embarrassment. He then vowed to himself
that when he became an actor when he grew
up, he would play Bhagat Singh at the earliest
opportunity. He had shared the episode and his
silent vow with one of his closest friends Kewal
P Kashyap, a well known journalist-publicist
who was to make a name for himself as a
filmmaker as well.
Years later, after Manoj had become a
famous star, Kewal thought of producing a
feature film. And the first theme that crossed
his mind was Bhagat Singh as Manoj had
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narrated it to him. He went to Manoj and
suggested he should work on a screenplay
on Bhagat Singh. Manoj was appalled. He
knew the complexity involved in recreating
the multidimensional life of Bhagat Singh.
He tried to dissuade his friend from jumping
into the project as he did not think it was
a commercially safe option. He thought it
was too serious and grim, and needed an
enormous amount of research. But Kewal
stood his ground.

The high point of the film’s
premiere was the surprise
presence of the then Prime
Minister of India, Lal Bahadur
Shastri. Though he had
promised to attend it “for 10
minutes”, he sat through the
entire movie
Once Manoj relented and things began
falling into place, Kewal arranged to take his
friend to Bhagat Singh’s mother who was
ailing and hospitalised in Chandigarh. The
entire family loved the idea and they — Bhagat
Singh’s mother, sister and two brothers —
volunteered to join the research team to
ensure the authenticity of one of the most
significant chapters in the history of India’s
freedom struggle.
The film had gone on the floor with
another friend of Kewal’s, S Ram Sharma,
as director. By the end of the first morning,
Sharma had begun to feel his inadequacy to
handle as complex a subject as Bhagat Singh.
Manoj, who had been setting the frames and
calling the shots, now took on the onus of

guiding the film from behind the camera till
the end while living his dream role in front
of it! There were other challenges to be met
as well. At the end of six weeks of shooting,
Kewal had run out of funds. But fellow
producer, FC Mehra, bailed him out.
An interesting aside to the Shaheed
adventure was that its music, which has
since become immensely popular, had
been composed by the film’s lyricist, Prem
Dhawan. Though a shocked Dhawan had
turned down Manoj’s initial suggestion to
come up with his musical composition, he
eventually gave in to come up with a score
that surprised all with its brilliance.
The high point of the film’s premiere
at the Plaza cinema hall in Delhi was the
surprise presence of the then Prime Minister
of India, Lal Bahadur Shastri. Those were
days of tension for the country. The IndoPak war had just stopped when Kewal
and Manoj invited the Prime Minister to
attend the premiere of Shaheed. He had
excused himself as he felt that it was too
soon after the ceasefire for him as the PM
of the country to attend the premiere of
a film. But after hearing about the film’s
content, he relented and agreed to attend
“for 10 minutes” as he felt Shaheed was
an important film dealing with a very
significant chapter in the history of India’s
freedom struggle.
In the end, however, he had sat through
the entire film. “He even chose to speak
about it to the audience for 20 minutes,”
recalls Manoj, with a glint of pride in his
eyes half-a-century after this landmark film
first hit the screen.
The author is a veteran film journalist
and former editor of Filmfare.

trending
What’s new

New on the Block

Delicacy with Holistic
Experience
Gastronomica by Sumit
Goyal aims to take hospitality
back to its roots; honest
and evocative food. The
focus is a refined culinary
experience, not defined by
the borders of a particular
cuisine. It has Quinoa Bhel,
and Crispy Seafood Popcorn
for appetisers, a selection of
dimsums and sliders, including
the Greek Lamb slider with
aged cheddar lamb patty,
creamy coleslaw, tzatziki and
harissa. However, standout
signatures from the kitchen
include the ‘Sweety’ pizza
hot off their wood fired oven
with Gorgonzola cheese, red
wine poached pears and
caramelised walnuts, gourmet
kulchas with bacon, cheddar
and cilantro, the chargrilled
quail and the veal steak
marinated in rosemary with
three mushroom sauce.
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Start Young Live Big
Audi, the German car manufacturer, is going all out to win the
hearts of young achievers with yet another exciting launch.
The Audi Q3 has been the most successful model in the
compact luxury SUV segment and its new avatar ups the
appeal with a refreshed sleek design and the introduction
of new technical innovations which outclass the available
features of its competitors. Priced from INR 28,99,000
onwards, the Audi Q3 is available at all Audi dealerships across
India. Audi Delhi West played host to the launch of this new
exciting SUV to a group of eclectic guests and customers.

Get Smarter with the Smart
Wallet
Cross has recently launched the first
luxury smart wallet - The Grabado tech+
wallet that is both anti-theft and lossproof. This handcrafted wallet made of
soft Spanish calf leather stands out due
to its elegance and durability. Thanks
to an integrated tracking system that
works via Bluetooth and syncs with the
free-to-download Cross Tracker app on
your smartphone/tablet, the wallet’s
owner will always be able to keep his
valuables safe and secure.

trending
What’s new

Sustainable Homes
On the occasion of World
Environment Day on June 5,
Godrej Properties reinforced
its strong commitment
to building sustainable
living spaces in Bengaluru
by offering Indian Green
Building Council (IGBC) precertified gold-rated homes
at their flagship projects.
These include the Godrej Gold
County villas on Tumkur Road,
Godrej Platinum ultra spacious
residences at Hebbal and
Godrej United premium threebedroom residences
in Whitefield.
The IGBC is a highly
acclaimed council that is
continuously striving towards
wider adoption of eco-friendly
and green building concepts in
the Indian real estate industry.
A gold level rating is given to
excellence in green building
practices. These homes
offered by Godrej Properties
use less water, optimise
energy efficiency, conserve
natural resources, generate
less waste and provide
healthier indoor spaces for
occupants, as compared to a
conventional building.
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Style Statement
Planning to go on a night out
with friends or have an office
party to attend? If yes, then
it is time you sport the eyecatchy Charagh Din shirts in
stylish colours and prints. The
brand, famous for attracting
celebrities from all over, recently
introduced its Red Carpet
collection. You can either order
these exclusive shirts, a perfect
blend of Italian linen and sharp
cut tailoring, from www.cdshirts.
com. Otherwise, walk into the
The Charagh Din Store at 64,
Wodehouse Road, Colaba,
Mumbai.

Tea Time
If you are a tea lover and happen to be in Ahmedabad,
visit the recently opened Wagh Bakri Tea Lounge.
With over 45 different varieties of tea from all over
the world to choose from, this exclusive lounge also
offers healthy international snacks. What’s more,
over 60 per cent items available here have “tea” in
them. The lounge, a corporate social responsibility
initiative of Wagh Bakri Tea Group, aims to enhance
and improve the status of tea as a healthy beverage
option, especially for today’s youth. The Group
pioneered the concept of tea lounges in India,
opening the first tea lounge in Jaipur in 2002 and
following it up with one in Ahmedabad and two each
in Mumbai and New Delhi.

trending
reading corner

Good Books On
On an Inner Quest

A

Words Guneet Oberoi

The Seeker
Author: Karan Bajaj
Price: `250
Publisher: Penguin Books

Mistress of Honour
Author: Bhaavna Arora
Price: `199
Publisher: Penguin Books
When army captain Potnis,
meets Pansy, he knows that
he has found the love of his
life. Their passionate romance
leads them to the altar and
blossoms into a beautiful child,
Rihana. History repeats itself
when Advik catapults into
Rihana’s heart as smoothly
as he conquers the skies as
an Indian Air Force pilot. What
follows is a night of unabashed
love. Where will their unbridled
love lead them? Will Rihana
remain a mistress to Advik for
whom the love for his country
comes first or will she be able
to make a place in his heart
that is second to none?
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n unputdownable
page-turner,
Karan Bajaj’s
The Seeker
explores the
transformation of human
life through spirituality and
enlightenment. In today’s
world where stress has
overpowered everything in
life, this book serves as an eyeopener for readers who suffer

from personal dilemmas and
wish to seek a way out.
Max, the protagonist,
has suffered a disturbing
past. Aiming to find the true
meaning of life, he embarks
on a journey which is devoid
of the comforts he has enjoyed
as an investment banker in
the US. Simply written yet
wonderfully narrated, the
author explains Max’s quest

Delhi by Metro – A Complete
City Guide
Compiled by: Times Group Books
along with Juhi Saklani
Price: `399
Publisher: Times Group Books
Connecting all parts of the vast
city, the Delhi Metro brings all
places of interest within a short
distance. Delhi by Metro, covers
in detail the city’s dazzling gems
which include its captivating
ancient monuments, fascinating
museums, open green spaces,
vivacious performing art venues,
fabulous eating places and
bustling markets. All the places
of historic and cultural interest,
shopping areas, restaurants to
dine and other spots to unwind
near the Metro stations have
been described in detail.

The Shelf

5 Fiction books from
Hachette India
Finders Keepers
Stephen King
Killing Monica
Candace Bushnell
After the Crash
Michel Bussi

to merge as one with the universe
such that it is never preachy and
is instead a captivating read. The
book is a journey from the US to
the icy cold Himalayas, the journey
from an investment banker to a
spiritual yogi, the journey of Max
becoming Mahadev. The Seeker
is much more than just a story.
The mental and physical obstacles
and hardships the protagonist
has to overcome are described so
beautifully that a reader starts
relating himself/herself with Max.
However, the larger meaning lies
in the fact that it is the soul which
finally reigns supreme and it is
this salvation which each one of us
is looking for in life. Some of the

best described scenes of the book
are the beautiful depiction of each
geographical location, when Max
starts performing yoga and feels
that he is flying in the air and the
moment when he walks on water.
Overall, this is a thought-provoking
book that lingers in the mind long
after reading it.

Empire of the Moghul
Traitors from the Shadows

Excerpt:
Stop the internal chatter.
When you are ready, your
Guru finds you.
Spirituality is not Religion.
Get out of your attachments and
consider them duties.
Many, many more take homes for
me, A Seeker.

The Water Book
Alok Jha

The Firebird
Saikat Majumdar

5 Non-Fiction books
from Hachette India
Indian Kitchen
Maunika Gowardhan

The Conscious Parent
Shefali Tsabary
Break Point
Kevin Mitchel
Gurkha: Better to Die than
Live a Coward
My Life in the Gurkhas –
Kailash Limbu

Fall Winter Collections
Author: Koral Dasgupta
Price: `395
Publisher: Niyogi Books India

Island of Lost Shadows
Author: E Santhosh Kumar
Price: `395
Publisher: Niyogi Books India

The author has woven together an
enchanting tale of romance and
relationships in the background
of the ever-beautiful, eternally
serene landscape of Santiniketan.
The novel takes the reader on
an armchair tour of the small
town and its unspoilt ambience
and unfolds the tale of two
seemingly opposite souls and
their self-discovery while trying
to understand and interpret the
other. When they come together
in the land of Tagore, they reveal
to each other more than they had
ever planned and destiny conspires
to consummate a journey of
togetherness and fulfillment.

The book is a story of intrigue,
nerve-wracking tension and
suspense, raising
questions relevant in the
present day context of
terrorism and sedition in the
guise of revolution and social
change. Through the voices of
Sivan, a firebrand revolutionary
on the run, Sakunthala
whose life has become a
never-ending search for
her missing husband poet
Sreenivasan and a myriad
other sharply sketched
characters, the author brings
to life the troubled times of
the seventies when sadistic
excesses were the norm.
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hungary
20th August,
1000

Switzerland
1st August,
1291

India
15th August,
1947

trinidad &
Tobago
31st August,
1962

singapore
9th August,
1965

Flight to Freedom
India is not the only nation that celebrates its Independence Day this month. Hungary,
Singapore, Switzerland and Trinidad & Tobago observe their birthdays in August too.
We share more about these countries, including a quick overview of how they gained their
freedom and how they uniquely celebrate their independence
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India

Travel & Tourism
Competitiveness
Index 2015 Ranking

52

Travel & Tourism
Competitiveness
Index 2015 Value

4.02

INDEPENDENCE
TIMELINE

1857
First War of
Independence

1885
Indian National
Congress
founded by
AO Hume

Around seven lakh overseas visitors arrived at the Taj Mahal in 2014

Surface Area (1,000 sq km), 2013

3,287.3

Population (millions), 2013

1,252.1

Real GDP growth (%), 2013

5.0

A

fter close to two centuries of the British Raj, India managed to
break free and gain its independence on August 15, 1947. However,
the independence cost India hundreds and thousands of lives. This
year, India celebrates its 69th Independence Day. Every year, on the eve of
this historic day, the President addresses the nation. Early next morning,
the Prime Minister hoists the Indian Tricolour from the ramparts of the
Red Fort with the entire nation joining him to sing the National Anthem.
A 21-gun salute is also fired to honour the National Flag at this ceremony.
In other parts of the country, the chief ministers hoist the Tricolour in
their respective states. This is followed by a series of cultural programmes
including the rendition of patriotic songs.

1930

Civil Disobedience
Movement
continues; Salt
Satyagraha: Gandhi’s
Dandi March

1942

Quit India movement

6

terms of the number of world
th Inheritage
natural sites. The Great
Himalayan National Park is
known for its snow leopards

35

th

In air transport infrastructure. The
installations at the Terminal 3 airport
in New Delhi reflect the rich culture
of the country

1947
International tourist
arrivals (thousands), 2013

6,968

India becomes an
independent state
on August 15
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TRINIDAD
& TOBAGO

69
3.7

1946
First General
Elections held

Travel & Tourism
Competitiveness
Index 2015 Ranking

Travel & Tourism
Competitiveness
Index 2015 Value

1956

People’s National
Movement (PNM)
political party was
formed

1

st

1958

In terms of ATMs accepting
Visa cards per million
population under the tourist
service infrastructure category

One can witness a breathtaking view of the Port of Spain from the King George Fort in Tobago

C
17

th

In terms of price
competitiveness

elebrating its 53rd birthday this year, Trinidad & Tobago gained
independence from Great Britain on August 31, 1962. This year the
country will be organising military-type parades across the streets
through the day like in the past. These parades are held at the Queen’s
Park Savannah, Port of Spain and in Scarborough, Tobago; and are headed
by the President in Trinidad and the Chief Secretary of the Tobago House
of Assembly in Tobago respectively. The streets display a carnival-like
atmosphere with live music. For outstanding achievements, a ceremony is
organised at the President’s house to honour citizens with National Awards.
On this day, fireworks are an important part of the celebrations and the day
closes with a spectacular display of fireworks at the Queen’s Park Savannah,
Port of Spain and the Port Authority Compound, Scarborough Tobago.

Surface Area (1,000
sq km), 2013

5.1
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Population (millions), 2013

1.3

Real GDP growth (%), 2013

1.6

Jamaica, Barbados, and
the British Windward
and Leeward Islands
formed the Federation
of the West Indies

1961

The PNM won 20
of 30 seats at the
National Elections

1962
International tourist
arrivals (thousands), 2013

434

The twin-island
country of Trinidad
& Tobago became
an independent
nation on August 31
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singapore

Travel & Tourism
Competitiveness
Index 2015 Ranking

11

Travel & Tourism
Competitiveness
Index 2015 Value

4.86

INDEPENDENCE
TIMELINE

1941

World War II The British lose
Singapore to Japan

1945

Singapore returns to
British administration
with the defeat of
Japan

1959

The grand National Day celebrations at Singapore’s Marina Bay

Surface Area (1,000 sq km), 2013

0.7

Population (millions), 2013

5.4

Real GDP growth (%), 2013

3.9

International tourist
arrivals (thousands), 2013

11,898
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C

elebrating its Golden Jubilee in 2015, Singapore has lined up a slew of
festivities throughout the year so that all Singaporeans can celebrate as
one people. After an abrupt separation with Malaysia on August 9, 1965,
Singapore overcame numerous challenges and emerged stronger than ever.
As part of its National Day celebrations this year, all museums and heritage
galleries will remain open over the four-day weekend for Singaporeans to visit
and experience afresh the journey of Singapore’s story. Over at the Marina Bay
area, a Community Chest Heartstrings Walk has been planned as an expression
of Singapore’s aspiration as a caring and compassionate society. Another
activity at the bay will be the Vintage Parade, where segments of the street
parades that took place in the early 1970s would be re-enacted. On August 9,
the main celebrations will be held at the Padang (the site of many historically
significant moments over the past 50 years, including the declaration of
Singapore’s independence).

6

th

In terms of quality of roads under
the ground and port infrastructure
category

1

Self-government
attained with
Lee Kuan Yew as
prime minister

1963

Singapore joins
the Federation of
Malaya, Sabah and
Sarawak to form
the Federation
of Malaysia

terms of mobile broadband
st Insubscriptions
per 100 population

1965

Singapore pulls out
of the Federation
of Malaysia and
becomes an
independent republic
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hungary

41
4.14

Travel & Tourism
Competitiveness
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2nd century

Travel & Tourism
Competitiveness
Index 2015 Value

The Romans conquer
eastern Hungary. They
call it Dacia

271 AD
The Romans
abandon Dacia

4th century

1

st

Romans
withdraw from
western Hungary

In terms of access to
improved drinking water
under the health and
hygiene category

896 AD

A

The Chain bridge on the Danube River with the Parliament house in the background

37

th

In terms of quality of
railroad infrastructure
under the ground and
port infrastructure
category

ugust 20 commemorates the founding of Hungary as a state by
Stephen I, its first king. Known as St Stephen’s Day, this is the
single most important feast day of the year in Hungary. Various
programmes are held to give a glimpse of Hungary’s culture, history and
gastronomy. Each year, the National Guild of Hungarian Confectioners holds
a competition to select the best cake recipe submitted by confectioners from
all over the country. There is a grand reveal of the winning cake and this is
then made available in pastry shops across the country strictly following the
original recipe, so that it is enjoyed along with other traditional Hungarian
food items and drinks as part of the festivities. The jubilation starts with the
raising of the Hungarian flag on Kossuth Square in front of the Hungarian
Parliament and Heroes’s Square on August 20. On the same day, a ceremony
for the blessing of new bread is held in front of the Basilica, along with a
harvest procession.
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955 AD
The Magyars are
crushed by the
Germans at the
battle of Augsburg

1000 AD

Surface Area (1,000
sq km), 2013

93.0

The Magyars
enter Hungary

Population (millions), 2013

9.9

Real GDP growth (%), 2013

1.1

International tourist
arrivals (thousands), 2013

10,675

Hungary was
founded by King
Stephen, its first
ruler
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SWITZERLAND

Travel & Tourism
Competitiveness
Index 2015 Ranking

06

Travel & Tourism
Competitiveness
Index 2015 Value

4.99

INDEPENDENCE
TIMELINE

58 BC

The Romans are in
control of Switzerland

c 400
The Roman army
withdraws when
the Alemanii tribe
raids Switzerland

c 600

The Franks
(Germanic tribes)
conquer Switzerland

Spectacular view of the Swiss Alps with the Eurail cutting across through it

Surface Area (1,000 sq km), 2013

41.3

Population (millions), 2013

E

njoying independence for more than seven centuries now, Switzerland
celebrates Swiss National Day on August 1 to commemorate when the
Swiss Confederation was formed in 1291. Celebrations, however, are
typically carried out at a local municipality level. Activities organised as part
of the celebrations include standard ones such as concerts, public speeches,
or presentations and more interesting or off-beat options such as farmers’
brunch, farm tours, cow riding, setting up bonfires or watching a wrestling
tournament. The most impressive of all activities is the fireworks which are
set off at the Rhine Falls near Schaffhausen to bring a beautiful ending to this
celebratory day.

9th century
The Franks rule most
of Europe but their
empire breaks up

8.1

Real GDP growth (%), 2013

1.9

International tourist
arrivals (thousands), 2013

8,967
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4

th

In terms of quality of the natural
environment under the natural
resources category

5

th

13th century
In terms of reliability of police
services under the safety and
security category

The Hapsburg family
from Austria rule
most of Switzerland

1291

The nucleus of
modern Switzerland
is created

Information courtesy of WEF Global
Travel & Tourism Report, 2015
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More Than A

Shoppers’ Paradise
Indian badminton champ Saina Nehwal tells you what to do
and the must-visits in Kuala Lumpur

Words Saina Nehwal

A night shot of the Kuala Lumpur skyline
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H

aving traversed
the world, I am
yet to find a city
as exciting and as
welcoming as Kuala
Lumpur. Not only is it a great place
to experience an ideal mix of the
modern and the traditional, the
Malaysian capital is truly a global
city that makes you feel at home
no matter where you hail from.
A melting pot of various cultures
and religions, Malaysia is home
to hundreds of colourful festivals,

a gastronomical paradise and a
shopping destination like none
other. Despite being a young city
(it gained independence in 1957
from the United Kingdom), it has
unmatched infrastructure and
exploring the city can be a truly
mesmerising experience.
Twice a year, I land in KL as
the city is fondly called as. One,
to play in the Malaysian Open
and the other, for a holiday. And
on each of these bi-annual trips,
I renew my love affair with the
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city which begins the moment the flight
starts its descent to the Kuala Lumpur
International Airport (KLIA). If at one
moment I am gaping at the towering
skyscrapers, the other I am staring at the
wooden houses built on stilts. However,
my most cherished moments in KL
always takes off from embarking on the
brief (three-four minute) journey on the
inter-terminal transportation facility,
Aerotrain which connects the airside of
the KLIA main terminal and satellite
buildings. This is where a discerning
traveller gets the first sneak-peek into
the world-class facilities the city takes
pride in.
KL, like another Indian metro city,
is forever busy and crowded. However,
what I truly appreciate about KL is the
independence its city transportation
system offers, especially if you happen to
be travelling alone. Anyone can easily step
out of the hotel, hop onto a bus or a taxi or
take the metro to conveniently explore the
city like I did during my first trip.
A trip to KL is incomplete without
a visit to one of its most iconic global
structures – the Petronas Twin Towers. I
simply get over-awed whenever I see the
88-storeyed chrome and steel structures
joined at the 41st and 42nd floors above
street level by a 58 m long double-decker
sky bridge. Other places of interest I love
frequenting are the Menara KL Tower,

A

C

B

A
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The KL monorail is the best
way to travel within the city

B

A Chinese temple in
the heart of the city

C

Bukit Bintang is a
shopper’s paradise

D

D

The lit up KLCC
Mosque at night

E

Explore the nightlife
by visiting KL’s
many eating joints

E

Whenever I miss home-cooked food,
I head to the Indian restaurants near
the main railway station
Chinatown, Batu Caves, Sunway Lagoon
Theme Park, Jalan Alor and KL Park.
I am particularly fond of KL’s Atmosphere
360 restaurant that has the highest view in
town. The tables here are arranged around
the edge of the restaurant in a single line,
right beside the floor-to-ceiling windows. You
become aware that the restaurant is moving
only a few minutes later when you realise
that your view of the beautiful cityscape has
changed. It takes more than an hour for the
restaurant to complete a circle and you get
to see the Petronas Towers at closer range
during this period.

Whenever I miss home-cooked food, I
head to the Indian restaurants near the
D main
railway station. And when I get the urge to
explore the local cuisine, though my strict
diet rarely allows it, the friendly staff at every
restaurant, hotel, eating joint and street side
stall is more than willing to offer a guided
culinary experience.
Amid all these architecture wonders,
the sportsperson in me gets drawn to the
stadiums. One of the best sports arenas in
the world that I have played at is the Putra
Indoor Stadium in Bukit Jalil that has all the
modern facilities.

KL is famous as a shoppers’ paradise
with something for every taste and budget.
From hi-end designer labels to cheap
reproductions to local brands, you find it all
here. I, conventionally, end up picking sports
equipment.
However, I often wonder why, with so
much to offer to a traveller, is KL famous
only as a shopping destination? An answer I
am still trying to find...
Saina Nehwal is an Indian badminton
player who is currently ranked No. 2 in
the world by Badminton World Federation
Women’s Singles 2015.
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A Pair of

Organic Denims
Designers and designer labels are toeing the eco-sensitive line to give the
much-needed organic makeover to the staple pair of denims by coupling it
with the indigenous khadi
Words Guneet Oberoi

A

s India celebrates its Independence Day on
August 15, there is no better time to popularise
the Gandhian fabric that is the khadi. However,
wearing khadi clothing is no longer associated
with the Indian freedom struggle. Rather, the
fashion conscious today are keen to flaunt a style statement
that exudes both patriotism and flair. In their efforts to use and
promote this indigenous material to the young and young-atheart, denim designer labels have introduced khadi denim as a
fashion trend for both men and women. Be it your staple pair
of jeans, jackets, shirtdresses, pantsuits, shorts or the smart
cullotes – khadi denim is making waves in the fashion industry.

B

C

A
D

A

A khadi denim jacket
for men
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B

A khadi denim top paired
with culottes

C

A stylish summery khadi
denim dress

D

A ramp shot from Rajesh Pratap
Singh’s khadi denim collection

HOW TO USE
Diverse ways you could
use Khadi Denim

G

Clothing: Jeans,
jackets, Jothpuri pants,
shirtdresses
Accessories: Caps,
bags, shoes
Decor: Cushion covers,
table cloth

F

H

I

E

J

K
E

Levi’s’ white khadi
denim shirt

F

A khadi denim jacket
from Levi’s

G

A polo cap in khadi
denim

H

Stylish khadi denim
cushion cover

I

Chic khadi denim
fabric bag

J

Comfortable khadi
denim jeans from
Levi’s

K

Khadi denim
footwear

Khadi denim clothing is a stylish result
of the symbiotic relationship between two
distinct fabrics - the sturdy denim and the
poetic khadi. Eco-friendly and sustainable, the
promotion of this material aims at preserving
Indian culture while boosting the ‘Make
in India’ initiative. As a fabric that is very
Indian, organic, and environmentally friendly,
clothing made with khadi is also very much
“fashion for the conscience”.
India has been a hub of garment
manufacturing for a long time now, especially
for denim. And khadi denim has been
propagated by designers like Rajesh Pratap
Singh and Shani Himanshu in its purest
form. In lieu of creating a 100 per cent Indian
product, Singh introduced his khadi denim
collection in 2014 which was handcrafted
through various stages of spinning, dyeing and
weaving. “Denim is one of the most polluted
fabrics. In India, we need to make raw and
pure denim which is known as naturally-woven
denim,” he says. With the help of expert textile
manufacturer Arvind Mills, Singh created a
range of khadi jeans which became popular in
India as well as outside its borders.
Joining Singh in the use of Indian khadi
was designer Shani Himanshu from the label
11.11 by CellDSGN. He, along with design
partner Mia Morikawa, showcased their khadi
denim collection called ‘100% HANDMADE’
at the Lakme Fashion Week a few years ago.
The range was completely hand-crafted,
used very little electricity and reinforced his
organisation’s commitment to sustainable
fashion. Furthermore, the global denim brand
Levi’s launched their 2014 denim collection,
which was woven by hand, displaying the
weaver’s name and the location where it
was produced.
In a bid to make khadi more mainstream,
Union minister for Micro, Small and Medium
Enterprises (MSME) Kalraj Mishra along with
the the Khadi & Village Industries Commission
(KVIC) recently unveiled a khadi denim
collection. The collection, designed specially for
today’s youth, displays a strong Indo-Western
flavour and aims to associate the youth of this
country with this indigenous fabric. Khadi
denim displays a timeless statement which you
can wear today as well as a decade later. So this
Independence Day, turn eco-friendly and find
out how green is your pair of jeans.
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A plethora of papier mache handcrafted
products made in Kashmir. Originally, paper
and cotton rags were the only materials used
to make these products but now, wood has
replaced paper pulp

Paper Art
Over generations, Kashmiri craftsmen have maintained the
culture of papier-mache

T

Words Lakshmi Prabhala

he delicate and decorative
art of papier-mache is
famous worldwide for its
meticulous craftsmanship
and unique appeal. Though
papier-mache sounds like a French
word, interestingly this art form
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originated in China. It was from here
that papier-mache spread to Japan,
Persia and other parts of the world.
Historians believe that it touched Indian
shores in the 15th century when Sultan
of Kashmir Zain-ul-Abidin invited
Central Asian artists, who were experts

in the art form, to propagate its
techniques. It was during this period
that the art of papier-mache received
a revolutionary fillip.
This tradition in India is a blend
of a foreign art form with styles
inspired by the natural beauty of
Kashmir. The serene and beautiful
valleys, lakes, meadows and pastures
surrounded by the majestic snowclad Himalayas seem an ideal place
for this art to thrive. It flourished
in the homes of Kashmiris who
used paper pulp to create beautiful
artefacts with lifelike images of
flowers, birds, leaves and other
motifs. The design and subtle styles
used in papier-mache is said to
have been influenced by miniature
paintings. It was originally known as
kar-i-qalamdan.
Over generations, Kashmiri
craftsmen have maintained the
culture of papier-mache. Even today,
families gather together to work on
these beautiful designs. The creation
of a papier-mache object comprises
of two parts: the making of the object
(sakhtsazi) and the painting of the
surface (naqashi). The process of
making a papier-mache object starts

with soaking waste paper in water for
several days until it disintegrates. Once
the excess water is drained out, the
soaked waste paper, cloth, rice straw
and copper soleplate are mixed to form
a pulp. This mixture is then placed in
a mould and left to dry for two to three
days. When the pulp dries up, it is cut
away from the mould in two halves
and then glued again. The surface is
initially coated with the layer of glue and
gypsum and smoothened with a stone
or a baked piece of clay. It is then pasted
with layers of tissue paper. The base
colour is painted over it and a design is
drawn with a free hand. The object is
sandpapered or burnished and finally
painted with several coats of lacquer.
The colours for painting these designs
are obtained from natural sources by
grinding and soaking various vegetable
mineral dyes in pigment or stone form.
Thus, the final product is a striking

art work and a result of the combined
contributions from skilled artisans
before it reaches a table or a showcase.
The papier-mache artisans of
Kashmir transform utility articles into
art pieces. With a predominantly Persian
flavour, the rich arabesque designs
are usually done in gold against bright
colours with fine lines. Artefacts like
bowls and vases are lined with brass
while special boxes are decorated with
beautiful landscapes and houseboats
that are visually characteristic to
Kashmir. While papier-mache was
initially used for making pen cases and
pencil boxes (qalamdanis) in Iran, it
is now used to make a wide range of
objects including wall hangings, photo
frames, trays, candle-stands, coaster
sets, bowls and vases. Even furniture
items like stools, corner tables and
screens decorated with papier-mache
are in demand globally.

Many home
decor items
like the surahi,
hookah and
vases are made
with papier
mache in vibrant
colours and
styles
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The Maverick
Artist Manav Gupta believes in taking art beyond limits and
most of his works celebrate everything Indian
Words Chandreyee Bhaumik

A

t first glance, Manav Gupta
looks like the typical staunch
believer of avant-garde art,
refusing to confine himself
within the shackles of any
convention. But a few minutes into the
conversation, he shares a secret that both
belies and reinforces this impression.
Pointing to his tussar stole, he says “I always
carry it with whatever I wear. It signifies
free flow.”
A true patriot, Gupta began his artistic
journey on August 15 (India’s Independence
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Day) two decades back. Through the years,
even as this highly-lauded contemporary
artist inventively explored the use of
multiple creative media for his work, he has
always remained committed to expressing
the essence of India in his art. From his
paintings and sculptures depicting the
terrains and totems of Bastar forests to
his celebrated series on shoonya (zero)
that drew inspiration from the ancient
philosophy of the universe, the sun and the
moon, to the typical jugalbandi between
musicians that he converted into his

Everything I do is a
tribute to indigenous
sustainability. The concept
is an Indian offering to
global space
innovation of painting live the music of the
likes of Anoop Jalota, Dr L Subramanium,
Shubha Mudgal and Rahul Sharma, Gupta
has demonstrated that art can be found
anywhere. As he shares “Art is all over. It is
in the way you drink your tea, how you dress
up and the way you write.” As a pioneer in
collaborative art as performance in India,
Gupta is well-known internationally with
his works sold by Christie’s, Bonham’s
Philip de Puryilip de Pury and featured in
leading permanent public collections around
the world. Recurring themes in Gupta’s
art, many of which are commissioned
by both governmental bodies and
private organisations, have been that of
environment consciousness, sustainable
development and climate change.
Gupta has executed perhaps the two
largest solo-commissioned artworks that
originated from India in the past few
years. One is the mega mural at Airtel
headquarters in Gurgaon where he invited
thousands of employees to experience
painting and the second, the Indo-Bhutan
Friendship Mural in Bhutan. But what’s
praiseworthy is that a majority of his
artworks bear an Indian impression. His
latest public art display is a magnum opus
river installation, The Ganga Waterfront,
created from thousands of diyas (earthen
lamps) and chillams (earthen cigars)
made by Indian potters. Using his creative
genius, Gupta transformed these Indian
products into an architectural engagement
of environmental public art depicting
Ganga and sustainable development.
Below, Gupta shares more about his art
and his future plans.
Contribution towards the Make in
India initiative
Make in India emphasises aspects that
are quintessentially Indian in approach
and have never been implemented before.
My installations are very Indian yet
contemporary, and global in language
in terms of their themes and treatment
of subjects. Traditional pottery has been
explored in China but pottery has never

The Ganga waterfront installation created with
diyas and chillams and the Time Machine (right)
installation

been explored through avant garde art
anywhere.
Art for art’s sake
Taking art beyond art is my mantra. I
had taken jugalbandi to a next level when
I painted in tandem with the notes of
famous Indian musicians. It was a tribute
to the nation’s independence. While
the installation of Ganga is all about
sustainable development, the Unsung
Hymns of Clay in South Africa showcases
a fast-shrinking River Ganga. It was a
collaboration between National Museum,
Pretoria and Indian Museum. It was like a
prelude to my installation of River Ganges
at the Indian Habitat Centre, New Delhi.
I shall be taking it to the US, London and
Singapore soon.
Future plans
Everything I do is a tribute to indigenous
sustainability. The concept is an Indian
offering to global space. Looking
forward, I am involved in three projects:
a series of 108 contemporary miniatures,
travelling of installations across the
globe and establishing murals at large
public spaces.
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Slice of The Past
United Coffee House, in the heart of New Delhi, is the landmark restaurant from where
the National Capital embarked on its piquant journey of world class cuisines
Words Divya Sharma

I

t was in 1911 when Delhi was
heralded as the new capital of
India and immediately thereafter,
the construction of the new city
took off. After nearly two decades,
New Delhi was officially declared
open in 1931. Soon the city became the
kernel for British life in India and in no
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time, the spacious boulevards of New
Delhi brimmed with the bungalows
of British employees while the new
commercial area of Connaught Place
witnessed a mushrooming of umpteen
new restaurants.
United Coffee House (UCH) is one
stalwart from that era which is still

going strong. The flagship restaurant
and genesis of what is now the United
Group of Restaurants, UCH was opened
in 1942. It soon quickly became a
popular venue where varying customers
such as cosmopolitan elites, politicians,
bureaucrats, and rich businessmen
along with artists gathered together to

A

A night shot of the litup Shivaji Terminus

Vintage snapshots
of the United Coffee
House during its
inception in 1942

During the 1950s and 1960s, we incorporated different European
and Western delicacies and by 1970s, Chinese selections were
also featured
savour different types of cuisines in an
environment that also gave them the
liberty to be themselves.
Akash Kalra, grandson of UCH’s
founder, is the staunch restaurateur
who presently runs this beloved oldtime establishment. His grandfather,
Lala Hans Raj Kalra, was then a
leading liquor merchant in the heart
of the old city - Chandni Chowk. At
that time the city, drew a curious mix
of people from diverse backgrounds:
Politicians, artists, intellectuals,
writers, Gora sahebs, members of the
royal families from all over the country
and foreign heads of states. Sensing a
business opportunity, he embarked on
his venture into the hospitality sector
with the foundation of a restaurant

called Esplanade that fetched him
good returns.
Meanwhile, Connaught Place had
started bustling with the elite crowd
so the restaurateur opened a “coffee”
house which is now the UCH. “It was
a place utilised as a coffee rendezvous,
where people would come and rejoice as
there was no other legitimate place that
offered such an ambience during the
40s,” shares Akash.
To provide a luxurious milieu
and experience of fine dining to its
customers, an American designer
had been commissioned to do UCH’s
interiors. With its highly decorated walls
dyed in muted colours and exuberantly
large glittering gold chandeliers, the
restaurant had all the hallmarks of the

Victorian era. Since 1962, the decor has
not metamorphosed. Instead, it has
a pristinely preserved 1940s’ interior
and except for maintenance and minor
touch ups, nothing has been done
to change its look from five decades
back. On its menu, however, UCH has
routinely updated its offerings in line
with the changing food culture in Delhi.
Akash shares, “The restaurant has seen
a lot of changes since its inception.
Initially, we served British savouries
and Indian dishes. During the 1950s
and 1960s, we incorporated different
European and Western delicacies and
by 1970s, Chinese selections were also
featured. While we have introduced
various world cuisines through the
years, we kept the ethos alive by selling
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A plethora of
mouthwatering
age-old delicacies
are a part of
its wide menu

our favourite Indian savouries.” New
Delhi, over the past few years, has
witnessed the emergence of various
modern cafes and restaurants with
distinctive cuisines. Yet UCH remains
a treasure trove for locals and tourists.
Akash gleams with pride and explains,
“It is the legacy of being established in
an era that has kept UCH alive. People
come here with their own memories
and this is something that cannot be
imitated by any other place. There have
been generations who have confirmed
the legacy of UCH and people have
aspired to belong to this brand. We are
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Indian to the core. We are the landmark
from where New Delhi embarked on its
piquant journey of world class cuisines.”
To ensure that UCH continues to
remain relevant to customers. Kalra has
continually introduced innovation to its
menu, from golgappa shots and a four
page tea and coffee selection. There are
over 40 delicacies that rest with pride in
the signature dishes category, including
all-time favourites such as the cheese
balls, nargis koftas and stuffed tomatoes.
“UCH is a pan-India brand and we
are striving to use the right opportunity
to extend our lineage to other parts of

India. The average age of an Indian
coming to UCH is 20 to 25 and his
experience with UCH is yet to develop,
so we are waiting for the right time
to grow. We would want to take it to
other cities which have a rich Victorian
past,” he says. UCH has been listed in
many travel guides across the world
and is manifested as a “must visit”
in the Lonely Planet Travel Guide. It
has also been voted in the best 100
restaurants in New Delhi by India
Today’s daily tabloid. UCH remains the
most treasured jewel in the diadem of
New Delhi.
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73 years ago

1942

The Quit
India
Movement
This pre-Independence image shows how thousands of people supported Mahatma Gandhi’s Quit India Movement

O

August
Trivia

n August 8, 1942, Mahatma
Gandhi launched the
Quit India Movement,
demanding “an orderly
British withdrawal” from
India and immediate independence.
The Congress Working Committee had
adopted the Quit India resolution on
July 14 with the All India Congress
Committee accepting it with some
modifications on August 8.
Like other movements
organised by Gandhi, the Quit
India Movement was based on his
philosophy of nonviolence (ahimsa)
and devotion to truth (satyagraha).
The call for a determined but
passive resistance appeared in his
speech, Do Or Die, issued from
Gowalia Tank Maidan in Bombay

August 12, 1877
Before there were CD players
and tape decks, there was the
phonograph. Its inventor was Thomas
Alva Edison, also responsible for
inventing the electric light bulb. The
next time you listen to your favourite
album, thank Edison for discovering
the secret to recording sound.
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(now Mumbai). Within hours, almost
the entire leadership of Indian National
Congress was imprisoned without trial.
Soon, contrary to Gandhi’s
guidelines of nonviolence, the country
witnessed widespread violence
directed towards everything the
Indians associated with British, be
it government buildings, railway
stations or emblems and institutions of
colonial rule.
Although the masses were left
without any guidance after the arrest
of top Indian leadership, the Quit India
Movement captured the quintessence
of a “spontaneous rising” by the people.
This movement thus acted as a catalyst
in putting Independence on top priority
in everyone’s mind, post which there
was no looking back.

August 26, 1910
Mother Teresa was born in
Yugoslavia on August 26,
1910. She founded a religious
order of nuns in Calcutta (now
Kolkata), called the Order of
the Missionaries of Charity. She
devoted her life to the service
of the poor and the sick.
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The Salt Desert
From adventurous camel rides to luxurious living in royal tents, then witnessing a traditional
Garba followed by spectacular sightings of the full moon reflecting its white sands , the Rann
of Kutch offers something for everyone who makes a trip to this wonderous landscape.

Rann Utsav in Dhordo
Dhordo, also known as the Tent City,
is a village where the Rann Utsav
is held every year. Catching the full
moon is quite a spectacle here.
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colours galore
Tribal men play traditional Kutch music and the women perform the
traditional Garba dance during the Rann Utsav. It is a month-long
carnival and a period of fun and festivities all through Kutch.

Lesser Flamingos
The view of Lesser Flamingos in the Bajana Wetland, Patdi in the
Little Rann of Kutch is magnificent. The best time to visit this place
is during the winter months.
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chasing the wild ass
The Wild Ass Sanctuary, spread across nearly 5,000 sq km of the Little Rann of Kutch,
is the only place on earth where the endangered Indian Wild Ass, known locally as the
ghudkhar, is found.
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Tribes of Kutch
A Dhaneta Jat tribal woman
in the Great Rann of Kutch.
The Dhanetas are the largest
of the Jat communities. They
live throughtout the North
Western region of Kutch.
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Camel safari
Camel safaris during the Rann Utsav is a must-do. During this festive time, the camels
are colourfully decorated in traditional attire which serve as a contrast to the white
sand desert of the Great Rann of Kutch.
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Forecast
ARIES

LEO

Mar 21 - Apr 19
This is not the best time to make big commitments.
At the workplace, you may have great ideas but you
need to consider who you can rely on. You have an
urge to go off on a tangent without thinking of the
consequences, so be careful.
Lucky Numbers: 4, 22, 31
Lucky Colour: Red

July 23 - Aug 22

Nov 22 - Dec 21

You look forward to this time of the year and
wish to spend cash to flaunt your fortune to the
world. Make the most of your positive thoughts
and choose an exotic destination for your next
vacation.
Lucky Numbers: 1, 3, 10
Lucky Colour: Golden

Your hard work at the workplace goes
unnoticed and unrewarded. Even if you go
out of the way to help colleagues, they will not
thank you. By end August, you will feel a need
to get away from it all.
Lucky Numbers: 3, 13, 21
Lucky Colour: Purple

TAURUS

VIRGO

Apr 20 - May 20
Time to lie low at your workplace and get on with
the job at hand rather than trying to implement big
ideas. Ensure you do not go on a shopping spree.
Instead keep your cash safely in the bank.
Lucky Numbers: 5, 23, 41
Lucky Colour: Coral Pink

Aug 23 - Sep 22

It is the ideal time to find a new partner if you are
single. Colleagues seek your advice as they run into
rough weather. Take care not to isolate anyone as
you are likely to receive their call for support.
Lucky Numbers: 6, 24, 33
Lucky Colour: Dark Brown

gemini

LIBRA

May 21 - June 20

It is the right time to make some future
relationship plans. You need to think your way
around problems at the workplace rather than
trying to talk your way out. You may be tempted to
splurge on a few luxuries this month.
Lucky Numbers: 7, 25, 34
Lucky Colour: Yellow

Sep 23 - Oct 22

On the romantic front, this month begins on a
quiet note for most Librans. Your family is likely
to witness a little downturn at the start of the
month but this will quickly pass. You may feel the
need for retail therapy.
Lucky Numbers: 8, 17, 26
Lucky Colour: Pastels

CANCER

CAPRICORN
Dec 22 - Jan 19

Over the last couple of months, your
relationships are not heading in the direction
you want. Time will soon change it all. At the
workplace, you need to stand your ground and
not get deflected from what you know is right.
Lucky Numbers: 6, 24, 33
Lucky Colour: Coral pink

AQUARIUS
Jan 20 - Feb 18

If a friend or a family member jumps to wrong
conclusions, clarify it immediately and let it not
affect your relationship with them. Pay no heed
to what people around have to say about your
decisions and just get to implementing them.
Lucky Numbers: 7, 25, 43
Lucky Colour: Blue

SCORPIO

PISCES

It is time to establish new contacts at your
workplace. You are likely to deal with some
extra harsh than usual banter from some
people. Get friends and family together for a
meal or a party.
Lucky Numbers: 9, 18, 36
Lucky Colour: Dark red

You will find yourself conceding more than
you want to. Time to make some positive
moves on the financial front. Do not become
despondent as your imagination takes over
your mind.
Lucky Numbers: 17, 26, 35
Lucky Colour: Sea green

June 21 - July 22
If you are single, spread out your wings and
look for a new partner. If you have a new
project or suggestion at your workplace, discuss its
pros and cons with close colleagues before you get
down to doing it.
Lucky Numbers: 2, 11, 29
Lucky Colour: Off-white

SAGITTARIUS

Oct 23 - Nov 21

Feb 19 - Mar 20

Jai Madaan tarot card reader
The specific arrangement of planets and stars at the time of your birth makes you unique. Uncover the real you and find out your destiny, through the
predictions by tarot card reader Jai Madaan. “Astrology can help guide you through your troubled emotions and clouded thoughts, by offering a reflection of
your past, present and possible future and showing you a fresh perspective on your life”, she says. See what she has to share about your sign and your cosmic
map, as the Almighty has constructed.
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Digital Banking
Customer Speak
Reasons for
Choosing a bank

68%

Branding and trust

54%

Time for Indian
banks to embrace
digital
With disruptive forces causing a tectonic shift in the
industry, the digital consumer is firmly in charge. This is
changing customers’ behaviour and upending the way
they engage with brands

R

Words Piyush Narain Singh, Samir Bali and Sonali Kulkarni

emember when going to the bank
meant setting aside half-a-day,
waiting in long queues, shuttling
from one counter to another and
seeking in vain for someone to
serve you? That’s history.
The digital era has given rise to disruptors
who are revolutionising industries and
reinventing the way people live and work.
Consider pioneers such as Apple, Amazon and
Google — they introduced disruptive products
and services that people had no idea they wanted
but have now become part of everyday life.
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Banking is no exception. Disruptive forces
are causing a tectonic shift in the industry, and
the digital consumer is now firmly in charge.
This is fundamentally changing customers’
behaviour and upending the way they engage
with brands — leading to the emergence of the
next generation of customers, Customer 3.0.
In Indian banking too, every customer
is now a digital one albeit moving at his/her
own pace and taking different paths to digital
adoption. A recent Accenture survey shows
that 75 per cent of the respondents in India use
Internet banking at least once a week, while only

Online presence through
Internet and mobile banking

Channel Usage
Better brand and online
presence are top two reasons
for choosing a bank

Affluent Indian customers
rarely visit a bank branch and
do so only when required
by the bank or to seek
detailed advisory services for
complex products

31%

Visit branches for
transactions and services
not available online

93%

Visit a branch at
least once a month

31%

Use mobile banking at least
once a week
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Everyday banks play a role
well beyond transaction
facilitation by becoming a
central part of customers’
everyday life, meeting their
financial as well as nonfinancial needs
6-7 per cent regularly visit a bank branch.
Customer 3.0 presents huge growth
potential for banks, while simultaneously raising
the stakes, if left unserved. These customers are
hyper-connected, highly informed and spoilt
for choice. They are empowered by their ability
to adopt and apply new technologies, garner
critical information and ensure that their needs
are met, whenever required. The demise of
many traditional business models across sectors
including retail and transportation illustrates
the impact these digital customers can have on
easily commoditised products and services that
do not adapt to their needs.
At the same time, the opportunities these
customers present are immense, and banks
cannot afford to ignore them. Accenture analysis
shows that the top 10 Indian cities have a digital
profit pool of Rs 183 billion and account for 57
per cent of digital retail deposits. What if banks
could tap this opportunity and engage with
Customers 3.0 on their terms? To realise this,
banks need a radical approach to banking, given
that disruptive technologies are redrawing the
contours of the industry, and traditional players
face threat from even non-banking entrants.
Banks need to go beyond digital and act as
disruptors, reinventing themselves into what
Accenture calls the “Everyday Bank”. It plays
a role well beyond transaction facilitation by
becoming a central part of customers’ everyday
life, meeting their financial as well as nonfinancial needs. For instance, when customers
buy a car, their bank not only provides the loan,
but also helps to negotiate the best price and
offers to insure, service and maintain the vehicle
(through its network partnerships).
An Everyday Bank connects with customers
by building close relationships around three roles:
• Advise provider - Drawing insights from
customer data to recommend the best
products and services for customers, from
the bank or third parties.

•

Key Value-added Services
For which digital customers are
willing to start a new banking
relationship

84%

Respondents who selected
shop and save (personalized
discounts and rewards)

80%

Respondents who selected
impulse saving (save a specific amount with just one
click on your mobile)

70%

Respondents who selected
free Wi-Fi services at malls
and other establishments

16%

Respondents who selected
social banking as a top priority

Access facilitator - Helping customers get
financial and non-financial products and
services, using the channels they prefer.
• Value aggregator - Bringing customers
relevant merchant-funded offers, discounts
and loyalty rewards that go beyond the
financial value proposition. An Everyday
Bank pursues the right mix of an evolution
in the existing business model and a
revolution of innovative approaches.
Today’s leaders, such as BBVA, mBank and
BNP-Belgacom, know that digital will be
key to driving profitability in the long run.
Their increasing adoption of the disruptive
Everyday Bank model is transforming the
global banking industry.
The Indian banking industry is witnessing
the nascent emergence of the Everyday Bank
model. Banks are still evolving through
different digital business models, driven by
their capability, maturity levels, investment
appetite and risk tolerance. As market dynamics
evolve, banks need to choose — remain as a
utility bank or transform into an Everyday
Bank. But speed matters, and banks need to
embark on this journey sooner than later.
The survey shows that for 83 per cent of the
respondents in India, personalised service is the
biggest reason for choosing a bank while for 56
per cent, a stronger digital banking proposition
is the top reason for switching banks.
Evolving from a mere transactional
player to an Everyday Bank
For most Indian banks, obtaining new digital
banking capabilities will require redesigning
and/or augmenting existing core banking
platforms. How banks structure the nature,
scope and approach of their journey will be
driven by the complexity and depth of the
change. This, in turn, will depend on each
bank’s unique starting point, ambitions,
priorities and business model.
To become Everyday Banks, Indian banks
will need to bring multiple elements together
— channels, customer experience, analytics,
partnerships, digital platform and innovation —
involving changes in the following areas:
• Extending the ecosystem: For many banks,
the fundamental step will be to move
beyond their traditional boundaries and
develop an ecosystem of partners, such
as telecom companies, retailers, utilities
and technology firms, to enable a deeper
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Different digital business models at play in the Indian marketplace
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everyday customer relationship.
Mastering analytics: Banks are searching
for ways to use customer data, drawn from
sources such as mobile usage and social
media, to anticipate customers’ needs and
deliver timely offers. As banks tap new
sources, the explosion in data volumes will
make real-time analytics essential.
Embracing omni-channel: In some cases,
Everyday Banks will be at the centre of the
interaction with the customer; in other
cases, they will be in the background,
playing a supporting role as the customer
interacts with ecosystem partners. To
embed themselves in customers’ daily
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life, banks must strive for seamless
integration of customer experience across
all channels.
Adapting a two-speed IT architecture:
Since most banks are hampered by
legacy systems, Accenture believes
that banks require a new digital
architecture that runs alongside legacy
systems. They will need a two-speed
IT architecture that coexists between
an open architecture platform and
core banking legacy systems. This will
facilitate the development of their
customer-facing capabilities at high
speed while decoupling legacy systems

Large corporates
Retailer/SMEs/Corporates

at a slower pace. No matter how banks
undergo the journey or which path
they take to transform into Everyday
Banks, they need to start today if they
want to succeed. The banks that become
Everyday Banks will disrupt the market
and stand to potentially realise 18 to 25
per cent return on equity by 2020. Will
your bank be one of them?
Piyush Narain Singh, Managing Director
and Lead, and Samir Bali, Managing Director –
Financial Services Operating Group, and Sonali
Kulkarni, Principal – Financial, Services Operating
Group, Accenture India

Relax at the Ultimate Seaside Retreat

Nellore

Mypadu Beach Resort

M

ypadu Beach, a short drive from Nellore is one of Andhra
Pradesh’s hidden gems. This beautiful beach offers
seemingly endless stretches of golden sands, dotted with
colourful �shing boats and catamarans, delightfully fringed by
a long stretch of greenery, quite close to the sea. There is ample
opportunity for sunbathing on the golden sands, and the beach
is perfect for peace, relaxation and serene solitude. The sunrise
at the beach is something that should not be missed. The beach
resort established here by Andhra Pradesh Tourism is an
excellent option for stay, situated right next to the shore. The
resort offers luxurious facilities including Air conditioned
Rooms and Restaurant. There are also exciting seaside sports
like beach cycling, water skiing and more.

Mypadu

Nellore

A seaside vacation - for more fun than you can imagine
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